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Happy Birthday!
Look who has a Birthday!
Cassius M: 8th

Finnley O-R:15th

Odin O: 15th

Carter T:17th

Julian M: 25th
Philippa Mc-G: 29th

Curriculum Specialist Corner
By: Nicole Falzarano
What Do Our Children Need?
It seems that this is currently a trending topic so I recently
looked for articles to find out what the thoughts of the experts
are. Here is what I found.

Introducing Ms. Cameo!

Position/Hire Date
Lead Merry Go Round Room Teacher
December 20, 2018

Education/Experience
Credential from U.W. Platteville,
Associate Degree in Early Childhood
Education from Milwaukee Area
Technical College

Her Teaching Style
I feel that I am a very hard working,
passionate and energetic teacher.
I learn best from the children and am
quick at coming to their aid and
helping them with their growth and
development goals. I am still learning,
and will continue to grow with each
child, providing them with the best
nurturing care that I can.

ECE Philosophy
I want to be able to provide love and
support to each child that walks into or
is carried through our doors.

ECE Goals/Aspirations
To continue working with children, and
helping them grow, and loving them
like my own. I hope to see these
children in the future and know that I
had my hands and my heart in their
lives.

Family/Hobbies/Interests
I like to read for fun, and play video
games.

Give children unconditional love. Children need to know that
parents love is not dependent on their behavior. Parents need
to expect successes as well as defeats, and show equal love at
all times. Children grow confident in a home full of
unconditional love and affection.
Nurture children’s confidence and self esteem. This can be
done by encouraging them to explore and learn about their
surroundings, and enjoy the process. Assure your children with
smiles and by talking with them. Be an active participant in
their activities. Help children with realistic goals that match
their abilities and ambitions. Be honest with children, it is
important that they understand everyone makes mistakes.
Make Time for Play. While children think play is just fun, it is
much more! Play helps children be creative, learn problemsolving skills, and self control. Play is as important to children
as food and quality care. Hardy, physical play, like running and
yelling, is not only fun, but helps children develop physically.

Children Need to Play With Other Children. It is important for
children to have time with their peers. By playing with other
children, they can discover their strengths and weaknesses,
develop a sense of belonging, and most importantly, learn how
to get along with others.
Parents Can Be Great Playmates. Join the fun! Play a board
game or color together. This will give you an opportunity to
share conversations, ideas, and spend time together in a
relaxed setting. Remember to play for fun. Winning is not
always important. Ask children, “Did you have fun?” It is
important for children to participate and have fun, even when
they don’t win.
TV and Screen Use Should Be Monitored. Try not to use
screens as babysitters, whenever possible. Try to be selective
in choosing what children watch. Some programming is
educational as well as fun and entertaining.
Provide Appropriate Guidance and Discipline. While children
need the opportunity to explore and develop new skills and
independence, they also need to learn that certain behaviors
are unacceptable, and they are responsible for the
consequences of their actions. Within the family, offer
guidance that is consistent and fair. Be firm, but kind and
realistic with your expectations. Set a good example. Criticize
the behavior, not the child, they are not ‘bad,’ their behavior
was bad, or a poor choice.
And…Give HUGS! As humans, we need human touch to survive
and thrive. The benefits of human touch extend through
childhood, and can have an impact on children’s cognitive and
emotional development.

